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NAME
mkdinner — a collection of recipes
SYNOPSIS
A recipe book.
DESCRIPTION
Welcome to Thanksgiving dinner!
Please find the recipes from dinner on the rest of these pages. They’re taken and tweaked from
a number of places. See the HISTORY sections on each page for more information on original
sources.
This Thanksgiving dinner could be the start of a tradition. How many years make things a tradition? Probably not two, but it’s a start!
Thanksgiving has a long a storied history. It commemorates the English coming over to the
colonies and getting fed by the natives before they killed them. This is obviously the perfect
holiday to import from America to Ireland.
If you’d like to read more about the history of thanksgiving, the wifi password is iSiflayNey /
315sunset - please don’t torrent.
Urban legend in the States tells us that turkey contains a compound that will tend to put you to
sleep. As a kid I’d often fall asleep mid-dinner. Usually when my plate only contained vegetables. This quote by Stephanie Plum may be of use:
Thinking very often resembles napping, but the intent is different.
Stephanie Plum, Seven Up, 2001.
Please enjoy - and experiment with - the enclosed recipes for you and yours.
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NAME
veggie-soup — a few of your five a day in warm, liquid form
SYNOPSIS
Warm and chunky vegetable soup.
DESCRIPTION
A soup you can eat with a spoon or a fork!
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Chop up loads of veggies. Make sure there are some potatoes. Carrots, onion, peppers, leeks
and beans (black, chickpea or kidney). You can add in chorizo as well. Though not as veggie
at that point.
Add all of them to a slow cooker about 1/3rd filled with vegetable or chicken or beef stock.
Again the latter two reduce the veggieness of them. Also add soup mix - which is generally a
collection of barley, lentils, peas and other grains. Add spices like black pepper, spicy peppers,
a little salt, corriander, basil, oregano.
ENVIRONMENT
Cook in a slow cooker for about 6 hours on low.
FILES
Serve in bowls - obviously. Croutons or bread rolls are nice additions.
COMPATIBILITY
Can be vegetarian.
This is a more watery soup so bread bowls are not ideal for this soup.
SEE ALSO
Goes well with salad.
HISTORY
Based on the soups my parents used to make when I was a kid. Though obviously I’d have
never eaten chorizo as a child.
AUTHORS
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
BUGS
Watch out for flies. Alert your waiter.
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NAME
turkey-curry — slow cooked Thai turkey curry.
SYNOPSIS
Easy to make turkey curry in the slow cooker.
DESCRIPTION
Take about 10 minutes to prep the ingredients and put them in the slow cooker. Come back
three hours later and there’s dinner! Just add rice. Spend an extra ten minutes frying up some
veg before serving if you want it a little fancier.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
• 1 can coconut milk
• ¼ cup peanut butter
• 2 tbsp red curry paste
• 2 tbsp soy or teriyaki sauce
• 3 tbsp lime or lemon juice
• 2 tbsp brown sugar
• 4 cloves garlic, minced or pressed (or 2 tsp minced garlic)
• ½ cup chicken stock
• ½ tsp ground ginger
• ½ tsp crushed red pepper flakes
• ½ kg chopped turkey breasts
ENVIRONMENT
Put the slow cooker on low and combine everything except the turkey. Whisk them all together
and then add the turkey. Cover and leave on low for three hours.
If you like to make it look/taste a bit nicer sautée some peppers and some scallions. You can
also add peanuts.
FILES
Serve over rice or noodles.
COMPATIBILITY
Not vegetarian, but if you swap out the chicken stock for vegetable stock and replace the turkey
with a selection of tougher vegetables that could use a three hour slow cook, it could be vegetarian.
Contains nuts. Also cooked by a nut but unless there was a chopping board accident, does not
contain him.
This is not a traditional Thanksgiving dish. But my oven is only so big people.
HISTORY
A number of slow cooker or crockpot recipes include a dish similar to this. I tweaked it a little
per my tastes.
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AUTHORS
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME
roast-turkey-and-veggies — Root veggies hanging out with a bird.
SYNOPSIS
Juicy turkey steaks with autumn vegetables.
DESCRIPTION
Roasted veggies steeped in turkey juices.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Gather and prepare the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 marinated turkey breast steaks
16 carrots, sliced into 1/2-inch rounds
8 green bell peppers, sliced
16 stalks celery, chopped
8 red onions, chopped
½ cup chopped fresh flat-leaf parsley
1 cup olive oil
2 tsp salt
2 tsp Italian seasoning
2 tsp chili powder
2 tsp lemon pepper
½ tsp freshly ground black pepper, or to taste

ENVIRONMENT
For the marinated turkey breasts, soak them in a mix of lemon juice, soy sauce, olive oil and
spices.
Preheat oven to 190C.
Arrange chicken breasts on a baking sheet; spread carrots, bell peppers, celery, green onion,
and parsley around chicken. Drizzle olive oil over chicken and vegetables; season with salt,
Italian seasoning, chili powder, lemon pepper, and black pepper.
Bake chicken breasts in the preheated oven until no longer pink in the center and juices run
clear, about 30 minutes. An instant-read thermometer inserted into the center should read at
least 74C.
FILES
Serve with biscuits and gravy.
COMPATIBILITY
Gluten-free!
SEE ALSO
Goes well with salad.
http://allrecipes.com/recipe/236110/baked-chicken-breasts-and-vegetables/
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HISTORY
I do dishes similar to this with just a single chicken breast, some veggies (usually peppers) and
some spicy wedges. Sometimes I add in chorizon on the peppers. Dinner in 20 minutes.
AUTHORS
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME
burritos — beef burrito
SYNOPSIS
Beef, cheese and bean wrapped up in gooey goodness.
DESCRIPTION
A TexMex favourite. Normally served more portably, this version needs a knife and fork.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
First you’ll need flour tortilla wraps. Then you’ll need a filling and a topping.
For the filling:
•
•
•
•
•

1 onion, chopped
500g minced beef
burrito, taco or fajita spices (cumin, chili, garlic, salt)
shredded cheddar cheese
1 can refried beans

For the topping:
•
•

1 jar salsa
shredded cheddar cheese

ENVIRONMENT
In a large pot or wok, fry the onion. Then add and brown the mince. Add the spices with some
water to cover. Let that reduce a bit on a low heat. Stir in the refried beans and mix well.
Spoon onto wraps, add cheese and roll up. Tightly pack them in a single layer on a tray. At this
point they can be set aside and put in a fridge.
About an hour before serving bake for 5 minutes at 180C (15 minutes from the fridge). Take
out, spoon salsa over each burrito, sprinkle with cheese and then add back to the oven for 10
minutes.
FILES
Serve with custard or ice cream.
COMPATIBILITY
Not vegetarian, not gluten-free, has spices.
SEE ALSO
Liberal immigration policies create happy tummies.
HISTORY
Frozen burritoes were a late night hacking staple when I lived in the States.
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NAME
steamed-veggies — a selection of steamed vegetables
SYNOPSIS
Still crunchy steamed vegetables with pepper.
DESCRIPTION
Broccoli, green beans, peas and other vegetables steamed with a bit of pepper added. In general
these are steamed from frozen. Apparently frozen vegetables are often more fresh than fresh
ones as they’re frozen quickly after harvest. No idea if it’s true - but I do know they involve
way less chopping!
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Open the bag. See - way less chopping.
ENVIRONMENT
Put an inch or two of water in the base of a small pan. Put the steamer on top and add the vegetables. Grind a bit of pepper over them. Bacon bits can also be nice over green beans. Cook
on a high for about 10 minutes and then keep an eye on them to see when they’re a bright
green. Might want to stir them about, but not too much as opening the lid lets out the steamy
magic.
FILES
Pop into a warm serving bowl and get it to the table right away.
COMPATIBILITY
Oddly bacon bits are often vegetarian, so even with them this dish works for vegetarians.
SEE ALSO
Goes well with meat. Obviously if you’re a vegetarian, some sort of a protein would be good.
Might I suggest lasagne(6) ?
AUTHORS
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME
biscuits — biscuits (the american kind)
SYNOPSIS
A savoury, cheesy buscuit.
DESCRIPTION
Useful for sopping up gravy and juices, these savoury biscuits are also good warm and buttered
on their own. knife and fork.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup flour (180g)
1 tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
¼ tsp baking soda
3 tbsp butter (42g)
¼ cup cheese (45g)
½ cup milk

ENVIRONMENT
Mix flour, baking powder, salt, and baking soda into a large bowl. Cut in butter and cheese
until it is the ’consistency of coarse cornmeal’. Add milk and mix so that all the flour, etc., is
moistened.
Pour dough onto a well-floured cutting board. Pat out and fold the dough a few times--I usually
do six to eight folds, but it depends on the consistency of the dough.
Finally, pat the dough out to around biscuit thickness (about one inch) and then chop them into
rough shapes with a knife and place them on a cookie sheet. Cook for 10-12 minutes at 230C
or until brown on top.
FILES
Great with a roast beef.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian.
SEE ALSO
http://www.suberic.net/˜allen/biscuits/recipe.html
HISTORY
I first made biscuits like this in a Home Ec class in high school. Then I had them fairly often at
the Freak House in Boston.
AUTHORS
Allen Peterson <allen@suberic.net>
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NAME
never-fail-fudge — chocolate fudge.
SYNOPSIS
Marshmallow Fluff’s ancient fudge recipe.
DESCRIPTION
Smooth rich chocolate fudge.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 ½ c. sugar (560g)
¾ tsp. salt (4g)
½ stick butter or margarine (56g)
1 5 oz. can evaporated milk (2/3 c.)
1 Jar (7 1/2oz) Marshmallow Fluff
¾ tsp. vanilla (4ml)
1 12-oz. package semi-sweet chocolate pieces (340g)
½ c. chopped walnuts (optional) (56g)

ENVIRONMENT
Grease a 9-inch square baking pan; set aside. In large saucepan combine the first 5 ingredients.
Stir over low heat until blended. Increase heat to Medium and bring to a full-rolling boil being
careful not to mistake escaping air bubbles for boiling. Boil slowly, stirring constantly for 5
minutes use Soft-Ball test (see FAQs). Remove from heat, stir in vanilla and chocolate until
chocolate is melted. Add nuts. Turn into greased pan and cool. Makes 2 1/2 pounds.
Hint: As with all fudge recipes, cooking time will vary depending on factors such as humidity
and altitude. For best results, use the softball test to make sure the fudge has been cooked
enough.
FILES
Serve with insulin.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian.
Note that Marshmallow Fluff can be hard to find. Try an American shop if you have one. Candyland in Galway usually has it.
SEE ALSO
https://marshmallowfluff.com/never-fail-fudge/
HISTORY
Used to make this with my mom when I was a kid. We’d make two batches - one with nuts and
one without - because I wouldn’t eat it with nuts.
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NAME
apple-crumble — apple and blueberry crumble
SYNOPSIS
The lazy man’s apple tart.
DESCRIPTION
It’s a dessert and it’s one of your five a day!
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
For the filling:
•
•
•
•

3 cooking apples peeled, cored and sliced 1 inch thick
1 tbsp sugar
1 tbsp molasses
¼ cup of frozen blueberries

For the crumble:
•
•
•

175g plain flour
110g brown sugar
110g cold butter

In addition for the topping you’ll need 1 tbsp roalled oats and 1 tbsp brown sugar.
ENVIRONMENT
For the filling, toss apples and blueberries with sugar. Add to pan.
For the crumble, put flour and sugar in a bowl and then cut in the butter. Rub it by hand until
the mixture looks like moist breadcrumbs. Look for any big lumps and work them down.
Shake the crumb mix over the pan. Try for an even layer. Compress lightly with a fork.
Sprinkle the oat and sugar mixture over the crumb.
Bake for 30-40 minutes in a 170C fan oven.
FILES
Serve with custard or ice cream.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian.
Note that this recipe is for a 20cm pan. Which is a ridiculously small amount of this wonderfulness. Just multiply everything by two. Or three. Except the cooking times and temperature.
Don’t be silly. Also, yes, you have to multiply the pan dimmensions by the square of whatever
you’re multiplying the ingredients by. Listen, do you want to be doing math or eating crumble?
SEE ALSO
Goes well with a nice cup of tea.
HISTORY
Modified from a recipe found on the BBC Good Food website.
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